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DIE-STONE
dArBy dEnTAL SUPPLy

Darby’s Die-Stone offers smooth mixing
characteristics and ample setting time to assure a
textbook model every time you use it. Die-Stone is

LABSTONE  
dArBy dEnTAL SUPPLy

Darby's Labstone is
considered the 'work
horse' of the gypsum
family. It is designed
for the ultimate
versatility. Labstone
is recommended for
use in models and flasking, in the production of
full or partial dentures, and in basing crown &
bridge models. It has a creamy mix, moderate
compressive strength and superior outward
hardness. Labstone has a 11-14 minute set time. 

25 lb.
9851690 Buff

50 lb. 
9851692 Buff
9851679 White 
9851678 Blue 

ORTHO PLASTER
dArBy dEnTAL SUPPLy

This Ortho Plaster is a high
strength plaster, designed for
orthodontic applications. It combines smooth
mixing, low expansion and ample setting time.
Ortho Plaster contains special whitening additives
for a brilliant white color. Regular Set time is 
10-13 minutes and Fast Set time is 6-9 minutes. 

50 lb.
9854650 Regular Set
9854652 Fast Set 

PLASTER & STONE

DENTAL PLASTER—WHITE
dArBy dEnTAL SUPPLy

Darby’s Dental Plaster is a
high quality plaster that
mixes to a smooth
consistency and works
easily during articulation
and flasking procedures. It
is offered in both 25 lb.
and 50 lb. boxes. 

Regular Set
9851680 25 lb. 
9851682 50 lb. 

Fast Set
9851684 50 lb.

MODEL TRIMMER
UNIVERSAL SPLASH SHIELD
AdVAnTAgE dEnTAL ProdUCTS

The Model Trimmer Universal
Splash Shield is adjustable
and heavy-duty. The
plexiglass shield prevents
splatter on eyeglasses and
clothing. It flips up to clean and fits all popular
brands of model trimmers. 

Splash Shield
9516655

MODEL TRIMMER
WHiP MiX

This 10h unit is constructed
with a rigid cast aluminum
housing and backing plate.
It offers a two-position
work table and a hinged
front cover held by a single
wing nut which allows easy
access to change or reverse
the abrasive wheel. A full radius water supply
provides effective abrasive surface cleaning, while
removable clean-out plugs provide access for
general cleaning. The 10 model trimmer requires a
space of only 14 wide x 16 high x 15deep and
comes with a coarse abrasive wheel (35.5 cm x
40.5 cm x 38 cm). This unit is shipped completely
assembled for immediate use. 

White Unit
9072465 [09474]

MODEL TRIMMER WHEELS
rAy FoSTEr

Model trimmer wheels are for use with a variety of
model trimmers.

10" x 1⁄8" Coarse
9236600 [21A]

12" x 1⁄4" Coarse 
9236410 [EO22]

12" x 1⁄4" X-Coarse
9236450 [22B]

MODEL TRIMMER
HAndLEr

Handler’s Model 31X is a 10” 
[25 cm] diameter model
trimmer powered by a 1⁄4 HP
ball bearing, capacitor start
motor. Handler’s Model 31 is a
10” [25 cm] diameter model
trimmer is powered by a full 
1⁄3 HP ball bearing, capacitor start motor. Both units
also include a swing-open front housing for ease
of cleaning and wheel changing, an internal gutter
to facilitate water runoff, full wheel radius water
spray for efficient wheel cleaning, a drain trough
which completely surrounds the model tray to
prevent water leakage, a large 1” [2.5 cm] diameter
water exhaust, and a motor cover with removable
top plastic utility tray. They are finished with a
durable, baked coating. Both units ship complete
and are ready to use with minor set-up. 

31X, 1⁄4 HP, 10"
9102000

Model 31, 1⁄3 HP, 10"
9102005

MODEL TRIMMER - CONTINUED

accessories for these model trimmers, designed to
complete any job. 

1⁄2 HP
8100850 10" [6179]
8100855 12" [61820]

1⁄3 HP
8100852 10" [61790A]

Wheel, Coarse
8100138 10" [61990]

offered in green, blue and violet in a variety of
sizes. 

25 lb.
9851670 Green
9851674 Blue
9851675 Violet

50 lb.
9851672 Green
9851676 Blue

BITESTONE
WHiP MiX

Bitestone is an extremely
fast setting stone for use in
mounting casts and locking
gnathological instruments
into position. It offers a
working time of 10-60 seconds and an initial set
time of 1-3 minutes. 

25 lb. 
9071160 [12238]
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